The Smithonian Astrophysical Observatory

Has OPENINGS

In Its SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM

Here and ABROAD

in SPAIN
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CURACAO

PERU

and HAWAII

Backgrounds in Electronics, Mathematics, Astronomy, Geophysics Or Mechanics Are Sought

MIT Placement has information and Mr. Carl Hapke, MIT '57 and Mr. Edwin Jeffery, MIT '55 will be at the placement office today, April 4.

Many Adaptations

Sex, Humor In Local Films

By Tom Maugh

Boston movie houses are currently offering a fare which ranges from the full scale with sex and sex to classic humor.

"The Touchstone," currently showing at the State, is a combination gangster-sex movie that is quite hilarious. The story of a COP who is chased by two gangsters into a madlet camp, the film is a take-off on the gangster film which are currently in vogue on TV. The combination of sex and slapstick makes a very enjoyable evening, but if you get sure and take someone who speaks French for the co-feature, "The Moulin." Though it is fun, subtleties, one can easily get the impression that the interpretations are not quite accurate and, no off the dialogue is transferred. However, for a 30' movie, it's quite good.

"Edgar Allen Poe's" horror classic, "The Premature Burial," has been made into a film of the same name. Currently showing at the Paramount, the film is dotted with moments of suspense, and is guaranteed to frighten nearly any girl you might take: "The Story" is a quite good adaptation of a Agatha Christie mystery. Although much of the plot has been left out, the film still retains the wit of the original and humorous entertainment.

The first stage adaptation of Shakespeare's classic play, is currently showing at the Metropolitan Theatre. Though it is not an overly accurate recreation of the play, it is nonetheless a good film and worth seeing.

Other good films currently playing include: "A Light in the Piazza," "Judgment at Nuremberg," "West Side Story," and "Leg Lickin' Dagoes."